Proc. roy. Soc. Med. Volume 63 April 1970 directly responsible for the introduction of renal transplantation into clinical practice.
However, the fundamental study of immune tolerance has been held up by lack of knowledge of the mechanism of normal antibody production. The most important recent advance has been Mitchison's demonstration that tolerance can be produced in mice with two dose ranges of antigen, i.e. with very high and with very low doses of antigen, while intermediate doses of antigen immunize the mice.
There are relatively few reviews on immunological tolerance. The present volume is a clear and extensive review of the subject and has the considerable merit of describing many phenomena which come under the heading of immunological tolerance, such as the Chase-Sulzberger phenomenon of diminution of contact sensitivity by pretreatment with antigen. It is a useful addition to an immunological library and natural reading for persons interested in this field. G L ASHERSON Fine Structure of Blood and Bone Marrow An Introduction to Electron Microscopic Hematology by Dieter Huhn and Walther Stich pp 136 illustrated DM62 Munchen: J FLehmanns Verlag 1969 This is a high quality beautifully illustrated volume, in English, portraying the fine structure of blood cells from the rat marrow and also from normal human blood and marrow, preceded by explanatory remarks relating structure to function. The immunologist and the chemist may quarrel with the prefatory remark that hematology is based on clinical and light microscopic-morphological criteria, but it is helpful to have such a comprehensive source of reference and this book can be recommended for use in libraries and in the larger teaching departments.
The various cell types are dealt with methodically and with a thoroughness redolent of the older school of German histologists. Some of the photographs are fascinating; for instance, the dust-cover portrays a megakaryocyte poking its snout through a small endothelial opening and, according to the caption, about to release platelet fragments. Heady stuff this, when dynamic potential can be ascribed to morphology but the observer may well be entitled to do this at the electron level.
It would perhaps be more interesting to see the fine structure of pathological variants and to learn how this differs from the physiological norm: a second volume is clearly indicated. J L STAFFORD Arteries and Veins of the Human Brain by Roger B Stephens PhD MD and Donald L Stilwell MD ppxv+ 181 illustrated $21 Springfield, Ill.: Charles C Thomas 1969 The authors have studied the arteries and veins of 43 human brains. Before removal from the skull, the vessels were injected with acrylic plastic (suitably coloured) for subsequent dissection, or with barium sulphate to permit radiographic demonstration of the vascular patterns in sections of the brain. The result of their work is a magnificent atlas of the blood vessels. The photography is of the highest class and the detail of the demonstration of finer vessels in the dissections is quite remarkable, supplemented by radiographs of sections, also of beautiful quality. A complete picture of the intracranial vascular tree is provided. This work is not simply an addition to pure anatomical knowledge; it will interest all who study the cerebral circulation and its pathology. To the neuroradiologist, who demonstrates the details of the cerebral vasculature with increasing skill, the atlas will be of considerable value. To the neurological surgeon it will likewise be welcome, the more so since the techniques of microsurgery are being increasingly used in the treatment of intracranial lesions.
The book is beautifully produced and an excellent text forms the background to the superb illustrations. In his preface Dr Marks writes: 'Proper understanding of phobic disorders can only come eventually from survey of the area as a whole, with due regard for biological and psychological developments which are relevant to the subject. This book was written as a small step in that direction.' This fairly describes his book. It is a thoroughly methodical and carefully written survey of the entire area of phobias in their psychiatric and psychological implications. It does not put forward new theories or report new work, but it amply fulfils its set task in reviewing the entire field authoritatively. I found the author's open-mindedness very refreshing, and he has completely avoided getting embedded in the psychoanalysis versus learning theory controversy, which so unnecessarily bedevils thought in this area.
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